Nomination Rules
for the notification of use of Intraday Capacity Rights
for the Bidding Zone Border Croatia - Hungary
General provisions
Article 1
Subject matter and scope
1. This document contains the terms and conditions related to the Nomination of Intraday Capacity
Rights on the bidding zone border Croatia – Hungary.
2. This document shall bind the holders of Intraday Capacity Rights and their counterparties where
applicable.
Article 2
Definitions and interpretation
1. Capitalized terms used in this Nomination Rules shall have the meaning given to them in the
applicable allocation rules.
2. In addition, the following definitions shall apply:
 ‘COT’ means Cut Off Time;
 ‘GCT’ means Gate Closure Time;
 ‘LFC Area’ means Load-frequency Control Area;
 ‘PTR’ means Physical Transmission Right.

Nomination rules
Article 3
Entitlement to nominate cross-zonal electricity exchange
1. MAVIR and HOPS shall carry out the transmission services according to the respective
auction/allocation results in compliance with the legal requirements of grid access in each LFC Area
and applicable market rules of MAVIR and HOPS.
2. In order to nominate PTRs to MAVIR, the PTRs’ holders and/or their counterparty must have a valid
and effective balancing contract with MAVIR or membership of a Hungarian balance-group, and a
valid and effective system usage contract.
3. In order to nominate PTRs to HOPS, the PTRs’ holders and/or their counterparty have to conclude a
valid and effective Balance Responsibility Contract with HOPS and/or Electricity Market Participation
Agreement with Croatian Energy Market Operator (HROTE).
Article 4
Minimum technical requirements to nominate
1. MAVIR scheduling system is a web-based application, to which the minimum technical requirements
are published on MAVIR homepage (www.mavir.hu).
2. HOPS scheduling system communicates via e-mail in standardized format, to which the minimum
technical requirements are published on HOPS web (www.hops.hr).
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Article 5
Description of the nomination process and timings
1. The nominated cross-zonal electricity exchange shall contain data which unambiguously determine
the PTRs (Capacity Agreement Identification and Capacity Contract Type).
2. The cross-zonal electricity exchange by using PTRs must be nominated to both TSOs. Cross
nominations (M:N) are allowed.
3. The intraday PTR holder and his counterparties are obliged to use the entire amount of intraday
PTRs. After intraday PTRs nominations are submitted to the systems, TSOs perform matching every
hour as described in 5.5.
4. Nomination deadline for scheduling is 45 minutes before the first hour (H) of the delivery for the
respective intraday PTR.
5. Nominations using intraday PTRs will be matched by TSOs within pre-intraday and intraday matching
process for the matching time interval:
a) From D-1,18:30 pre-intraday matching will take place for the whole day D, and will be finished not
later than D-1, 22:50 (pre-intraday phase):
Day

ID Allocation
Request GCT

Nomination
GCT

Pre-matching
COT

Matching time
interval

D

D-1, 18:00

D-1, 18:30

D-1, 18:50

00:00-24:00

D

D-1, 19:00

D-1, 19:30

D-1, 19:50

00:00-24:00

D

D-1, 20:00

D-1, 20:30

D-1, 20:50

00:00-24:00

D

D-1, 21:00

D-1, 21:30

D-1, 21:50

00:00-24:00

D

D-1, 22:00

D-1, 22:30

D-1, 22:50

00:00-24:00

b) From H-45 minutes intraday matching will take place for hour H and also for the remaining hours
of day D, and will be finished not later than H-32 minutes (intraday phase):
Hour

ID Allocation
Request GCT

Nomination
GCT

Matching
COT

Matching time
interval

H1

D-1, 23:00

D-1, 23:15

D-1, 23:28

00:00-24:00

H2

0:00

0:15

0:28

01:00-24:00

H3

1:00

1:15

1:28

02:00-24:00

H4

2:00

2:15

2:28

03:00-24:00

H5

3:00

3:15

3:28

04:00-24:00

H6

4:00

4:15

4:28

05:00-24:00

H7

5:00

5:15

5:28

06:00-24:00

H8

6:00

6:15

6:28

07:00-24:00

H9

7:00

7:15

7:28

08:00-24:00

H10

8:00

8:15

8:28

09:00-24:00

H11

9:00

9:15

9:28

10:00-24:00

H12

10:00

10:15

10:28

11:00-24:00

H13

11:00

11:15

11:28

12:00-24:00

H14

12:00

12:15

12:28

13:00-24:00
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H15

13:00

13:15

13:28

14:00-24:00

H16

14:00

14:15

14:28

15:00-24:00

H17

15:00

15:15

15:28

16:00-24:00

H18

16:00

16:15

16:28

17:00-24:00

H19

17:00

17:15

17:28

18:00-24:00

H20

18:00

18:15

18:28

19:00-24:00

H21

19:00

19:15

19:28

20:00-24:00

H22

20:00

20:15

20:28

21:00-24:00

H23

21:00

21:15

21:28

22:00-24:00

H24

22:00

22:15

22:28

23:00-24:00

6. If the cross-nominated nominations using intraday PTRs exceed obtained capacity, pro-rata reduction
is applied.
7. Nominations using intraday PTRs submitted in advance will be matched in the first possible preintraday/ intraday matching cycle.
a) If the result of the pre-intraday / intraday matching for given nominations after capacity check
matches (fully nominated intraday PTRs), such nominations will be considered as finally matched
and their status will be set to Faultless. It will not be possible to modify such nominations
anymore.
b) If the result of the pre-intraday / intraday matching for given nominations is mismatched or
relevant intraday PTRs are partially nominated, such nominations will be considered as
mismatched and an Anomaly Report shall be sent out to relevant market parties. Modification of
such nominations is still possible until the gate closure time of matching process for the matching
time interval.
If at intraday COT nominations are not finally matched according to 5.7.a such mismatches for the
matching time interval will be resolved by TSOs, automatically applying lower values or set to zero
rules. Such time series are consequently set as faultless and it is not possible to modify them
anymore.
8. Market participants are informed by intermediate/final CNF, Anomaly Report or Acknowledgement
document about the matching results as soon as possible, but latest at the Matching COT. In case of
systems unavailability market participants will be informed by phone. The type of used document
depends on local market rules.
9. Market participants have to include received information in the next submission of nomination.
Already submitted nominations have to be in line with the matching results from the previous cycle,
otherwise they will be dismissed
10. In no event shall MAVIR and/or HOPS be liable for any loss of profit, loss of business, or any other
indirect incidental, special or consequential damages of any kind.
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Article 6
Format of nomination and communication
1. Nomination of cross-zonal exchange using PTRs shall follow the standards and formats in
accordance with individual national rules of each of the TSOs valid at the time of delivery.
2. Communication between market participants and TSOs shall follow the standards and formats set by
the TSOs available on their web sites referred to in Article 5.

Miscellaneous
Article 7
Amendment of the nomination rules
Any change to the present Nomination Rules will be done by the mutual coordination between HOPS and
MAVIR through amendment in written form.
Article 8
Language
The reference language for this Nomination Rules shall be English.
Article 9
Effective date and application
th

The Nomination Rules shall enter into force at 27 March 2018.
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